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ABSTRACT OpticalWireless Communication (OWC) refers to transmission in unguided propagationmedia
through the use of optical carriers, i.e., visible, Infrared (IR), and Ultraviolet (UV) bands. In this paper,
we focus on indoor Visible Light Communication (VLC)-based Medical Body Sensor Networks (MBSNs)
which allow the Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) to communicate between on-body sensors/subdermal
implants and on-body central hubs/monitoring devices while also serving as a luminaire. Since the
Quality-of-Service (QoS) of the communication systems depends heavily on realistic channel modeling
and characterization, this paper aims at presenting an up-to-date survey of works on channel modeling
activities for MBSNs. The first part reviews existing IR-based MBSNs channel models based on which
VLC channel models are derived. The second part of this review provides details on existing VLC-based
MBSNs channel models according to the mobility of the MBSNs on the patient’s body. We also present
a realistic channel modeling approach called site-specific ray tracing that considers the skin tissue for the
MBSNs channel modeling for realistic hospital scenarios.
INDEX TERMS Channel modeling, medical body sensor networks (MBSNs), optical communication,
transdermal communication (TC), visible light communication (VLC).
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical Wireless Communication (OWC) has emerged as
a promising technology for 6G and beyond communica-
tion networks. The optical transmission allows for spatial
re-utilization and protection from Radio Frequency (RF)
co-channel and inter-symbol interference, and thus is an
attractive solution for addressing the existing spectrum
crunch in wireless communication. The primary benefits
of OWC include ultra-high bandwidth over an unregulated
license-free spectrum, ultra-high data rate, and ultra-low
latency [1]–[4]. Among several OWC methods, Visible
Light Communication (VLC) refers to signaling within
a sub-spectrum of optical spectrum (79 to 430 THz)
that is potentially useful for wireless transmission using
fast-switching Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs) in accordance
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with the input messages. Therefore, for the VLC systems,
the LEDs are known to function dually as both optical-
transmitters and luminaries.
VLC transcends the traditional RF based systems due to the
properties of its physical layer. Firstly, VLC provides a secure
communication since the light rays cannot pass through
opaque materials. This makes VLC an ideal supplement for
RF based systems for indoor applications, such as, Medical
Body Sensor Networks (MBSNs) [1]–[7]. In this regard, the
IEC 60601-1-2 standard for VLC MBSN are found to allow
for a minimal distance between a medical equipment and RF
transceiver to prevent deterioration in the Quality-of-Service
(QoS) [8]. In addition, VLC is known to have a large band-
width. Furthermore, VLC is unlicensed, which makes its case
as an auxiliary technology that potentially eases the typically
heavy data traffic in an indoor environment [9].
With intensification of research-activities in VLC,
recent surveys review various aspects of VLC. In [3],
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a comprehensive survey on VLC was provided with an
emphasis on challenges such as bandwidth enhancement,
interference and noise removal, non-linearity compensation
and signal clipping, and optical beamforming faced in indoor
applications over the period of 1979-2014. In [10], another
survey covered physical layer issues, medium access tech-
niques, system design and programmable platforms, and
Visible Light (VL) sensing for indoor applications. In [11],
VLC-based Indoor Positioning Systems (IPS) are classified
according to an accuracy-analysis of VLC-based-IPS in
experimental and simulation environments. In [12], a sur-
vey of channel modeling for indoor VLC was published
covering five different types of typical indoor VLC channel
models with their pros and cons together with their appli-
cation scenarios. In [13], a survey of OWC channel mea-
surement campaigns and channel models covering indoor,
outdoor, underground, and underwater environments was
presented. In the existing VLC literature, there are sev-
eral other papers which address the challenges that could
potentially enhance VLC system design and align it with
consumer-challenges [14]–[16].
In the current decade, OWC-based MBSNs have
attracted increased attention in recent works. In details, the
Infrared (IR) communication has already been used in hos-
pitals for tetherless communication between body sensors
and monitoring equipment. In this regard, some standards has
been also established for the mobile IR devices placed next to
the patient in static Line-of-Sight (LoS) configurations [17].
On the other hand, when designing an OWC system, the IR
transmitters and non-coherent light sources such as LEDs
must conform to eye safety standards [18], [19]. In [20],
common challenges of the wireless MBSNs system were
reviewed. For example, energy efficiency was discussed as
a significant challenge since the wireless communication
is the most power consuming part of the MBSNs. Further,
the presence of body in the system degrades the channel
performance, and hence modeling realistic channels which
consider the complex body structure, and its movement were
also introduced as one of the key challenges. It should be
especially noted that [20] focused on the general overview
rather than the comprehensive channel modeling. Besides,
the existing wireless MBSNs communication systems in lit-
erature are based on the RF, acoustic, and long wavemagnetic
signals which is subjected to IEEE 1902.1.
Despite the increased attention on OWC-based MBSNs,
there is a lack of relevant channel models that are specifically
applicable to the OWC-based MBSNs. This lacuna of accu-
rate channel-models is indeed a serious concern since channel
modeling is the very first step for efficient, reliable, and
robust link design/link enhancement. Existing deterministic
[21]–[28] and stochastic [29]–[32] IR channel models are
utilized for the modeling of uplink channels, while deter-
ministic [33]–[40] and stochastic [41]–[47] VLC channel
models are advantageous for modeling downlink channels in
OWC-based MBSNs.
Since IR channel models have already laid the ground-
work for VLC channel models, this paper starts with an
overview of uplink IR MBSNs channel modeling [48]–[58].
Both deterministic recursive method [48]–[52] and stochas-
tic Monte Carlo Ray Tracing (MCRT) models [54]–[58]
are utilized to obtain IR channel models. Earlier studies on
IR-based MBSNs mostly focused on simplistic scenarios
where an ideal Lambertian source is considered, and the
effects of photodetector carrying body and room equipment
are neglected [48]–[52]. In [50], a simple dynamic LoS chan-
nel was modeled. Further, in [52], an uplink Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MISO) IR channel model was estab-
lished using Zero Cross Correlation (ZCC)-based Optical
Code-Division Multiple-Access (OCDMA). In [53], for an
alternative modulation scheme namely, the Non-Return-to-
Zero-Alternate Mark Inversion (NRZ-AMI), experimental
validation was presented for its improved performance com-
pared to conventional NRZ-OnOff Keying (OOK) against the
IR light interference. The multiple access uplink IR scenarios
were considered as Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO) IR
scheme in [54]–[58]. The shadowing effect of the transmitter
carrying body was considered in [57] and [58].
It should be noted that the IR transmitters operate on
a single optical frequency whereas the common white VL
source is inherently polychromatic. Since the reflectance of
most materials vary according to the wavelength of reflected
signals, VLC channel models that use polychromatic light
sources are much more complex than the corresponding IR
channels. In this context, the IR channel models cannot
be adopted in a straightforward manner for VLC channel
modeling.
Earlier studies on VLC-based MBSNs [59]–[65] mostly
focused on idealistic scenarios where fixed Lambertian
reflectance is considered, and the photodetector carrying
body and room equipment are neglected [59], [60]. An exper-
imental model for the simplest LoS channel was derived
in [59]. Further, body presence modeling in 2D and 3D
was presented in [61]. In [62], room equipment and fixed
non-Lambertian reflectance were considered. The multiple
access downlink VLC scenarios were considered as MISO
scheme in [60]–[62]. Moreover, [64] considered SIMO IR
scheme and MISO VLC scheme together. Furthermore, the
impact of shadowing on both links, and power optimization
at required QoS were investigated in [65].
Against this background, we present a comprehensive sur-
vey on optical wireless MBSNs channel modeling from past
to present by reviewing the existing works and highlight-
ing the key points and challenges. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Section II reviews the existing
IR-based MBSNs channel models. Section III presents the
VLC-based MBSNs channel models that build upon earlier
IR-based ones and discusses the static and mobile channel
models. Section IV presents the site-specificMBSNs channel
modeling where the optical characterization of human skin,
channel modelingmethodology, and channel characterization
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of various MBSN scenarios have been detailed. The future
research directions for VLC-based MBSN channel modeling
are outlined in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section VI.
II. IR-BASED MBSNs CHANNEL MODELS
In previous section, we introduced OWC-basedMBSNs tech-
nology. In this section, we overview the existing IR-based
MBSNs channel models [48]–[58] which are modelled by
the deterministic recursive method [48]–[52], or by stochastic
MCRT approach [54]–[58]. These models are summarized in
Table 1. It is also worth mentioning that the optical chan-
nels are characterized by optical channel DC gain H0 and
temporal time dispersion of the channel τ0. However, the
narrowband flat fading channels with low data rates (i.e.,
lower than 10Mbps) [65] and highQoS (i.e., low outage prob-
ability) [66] are established for MBSNs applications where
the effect of Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) is negligible.
Therefore, the optical channel models for MBSNs can be
characterized by the statistical distribution of channel DC
gain [2].
In [48], the diffuse IR wireless channel for a mobile patient
whose mobility was statistically modelled in 2D and 3D
inside a room with dimensions of 3 m × 4 m × 2.5 m
is modelled by using deterministic recursive approach [22].
In this approach, the multiple reflection Channel Impulse
Response (CIR) was obtained through two sequential stages.
In the first stage, the reflective surfaces are assumed as purely
Lambertian surfaces and then discretized into tiny surface
elements. Each tiny reflecting element with an area dA and
reflectivity ρ is considered as a receiver with an area dA
and received power dP. In the next stage, each of these
tiny receivers is considered as a power source and the total
received power at the Photodetector (PD) is then computed
by collecting the contributions of each of these reflective
elements. In this approach, the CIR of a single ray with
an arbitrary number of reflections is computed recursively
and then, the overall CIR is obtained by the summation of
CIRs of each ray emitted from the light source. The light
source S = {rS , n̂S ,m} is described with three parameters,
i.e., the arbitrary source position rS , source orientation n̂S ,
and the Lambertian order of m. Moreover, the receiver R =
{rR, n̂R,AR,FOV } is described by four parameters, i.e., the
arbitrary position of the receiver rR, receiver orientation n̂R,
detector area AR, and the field of view FOV . The multiple
bounce CIR therefore can be obtained as (1), as shown at
the bottom of the page, where k is the reflection order; N is
the total number of reflective elements; εi is the ith reflective
element; ρi is the reflectivity of ith reflective element; α is
FIGURE 1. Recursive approach for MBSNs channel modeling.
the irradiance angle; β is the incident angle; d is the distance
between the source and the receiver; c is the speed of light;
and 1A is the area of reflective element. Besides, n̂ denotes
the normal to the surface at location r, ⊗ indicates the con-
volution, and rect(ξ ) is defined as
rect(ξ ) =
{
0 |ξ | > 1,
1 |ξ | ≤ 1.
(2)
Tracing of a single ray in deterministic recursive approach
is shown in Fig. 1. Although this recursive method allows
obtaining the overall CIR for multiple bounce for any order,
if k > 3 the computation duration and computer memory
requirements will increase drastically. For this reason, first
order reflection from floor was considered in [48]. Besides,
the scenario in [48] was built upon some simplifying assump-
tions such as empty room, purely Lambertian reflection, fixed
reflectance values and ideal Lambertian source.
In [49], both LoS and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) IR wire-
less channels weremodelled by recursivemethod for amobile
patient whose 3D location was modelled by Gaussian dis-
tribution inside a room with dimensions of 3 m × 4 m ×
2.5 m. The scenario in [49] was built upon some simplifying
assumptions such as empty room, purely Lambertian reflec-
tion, fixed reflectance values and ideal Lambertian source.
In [50], LoS IRwireless channel wasmodelled by recursive
method for a mobile patient whose location was modelled in
both 2D and 3D by uniform and Gaussian distributions inside
a room with dimensions of 3 m × 4 m × 2.5 m. Assuming
perfect alignment between transmitter and receiver, the Prob-
ability Density Function (PDF) of channel gain, achievable
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TABLE 1. Comparison table of studies on uplink IR-based MBSNs channel models.
were obtained. The results in [50] revealed that more pre-
cise channel models can be obtained where the location is
modelled in 2D by Gaussian distribution. The scenario in this
work was built upon some simplifying assumptions such as
empty room, purely Lambertian reflection, fixed reflectance
values and ideal Lambertian source.
In [51], LoS with perfect alignment and misalignment,
and diffuse IR wireless channels were modelled by recursive
method for a mobile patient whose location was modelled in
both 2D and 3D by uniform and Gaussian distributions inside
a room with dimensions of 3 m× 4 m× 2.5 m. The scenario
in this work was built upon some simplifying assumptions
such as empty room, purely Lambertian reflection, fixed
reflectance values and ideal Lambertian source. The PDF
of channel gain for these three different configurations was
obtained and it was observed that the highest channel gain
appears in LoS with perfect alignment scheme as expected.
It was also observed that in the misaligned LoS and dif-
fuse links the corresponding curves shift in the direction of
lower channel gain values due to loss of some reflected rays
which degrades the received power. The results in [51] also
revealed that the misalignment angle range must be restricted
within [0◦, 30◦] to ensure desired QoS levels while this would
restrict the possible mobility scenarios.
In [52], LoS and single bounce NLoS IR wireless chan-
nels were modelled by recursive method for a patient with
2D and 3D mobility in an empty room with dimensions
of 4 m × 4 m × 3 m. The scenario in this work built
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upon some simplifying assumptions such as empty room,
purely Lambertian reflection, fixed reflectance values and
ideal Lambertian source. Multiple medical sensors coupled
with transmitters on patient’s body were considered where
each node communicates with PD on the ceiling as uplinks.
OptiSystem R© software was utilized to compute the received
power whereas Matlab R© was used to model the channel and
patient mobility. The PDF of channel gain for both 2D and 3D
mobility in LoS and single bounce channels were obtained
and the results showed that the NLoS channel is more spread
than that of LoS. The maximum possible number of medical
nodes was also investigated by differentiating these nodes
with OCDMA based on ZCC code, for a given QoS.
The work in [53] presented experimentally the mitigation
of ambient light interference on a mobile diffuse IR channel.
A low-cost commercial IR-LED at 850 nm with a power
of 350 mW was used as a transmitter in a laboratory environ-
ment with dimensions 3 m × 3 m × 3 m. The receiver was
fixed on the ceiling centre and the location of the transmitter
on the body was modelled randomly in 2Dwith a fixed height
of 1.4 m. A surface with a fixed Lambertian reflectivity of
0.7 was placed 1.4 m further from the transmitter which can
be considered as a single floor bounce model. The detector
was also placed 3 m further from the same reflective surface
where 25 equally distributed transmitter locations on the
3 m × 3 m floor area were also considered. The authors then
proposed a DC balanced bipolar coding, i.e., NRZ-AMI line
coding, to overcome the noise and significant improvements
in the BER performance were reported using the channel
models.
In [54], a ray tracing channel simulator was proposed
which accounts for the transmitter/receiver position, orien-
tation, directivity, Field of View (FOV) and surface area
as the IR channel modeling components. The simulation
results were also verified by experiments. In the experimental
setup, a triaxial accelerometer was integrated into a wearable
device on patient’s arm. A high-power IR diode (TSAL5100)
at 940 nm was chosen as the transmitter and four receivers
with FOV of 45◦ were fixed on the ceiling of a furnished room
with dimensions of 6.6 m × 6.7 m × 3 m. The experimental
results indicated that the packet loss decreases while the
number of receivers increases.
In [55], MCRT simulations that consider third order reflec-
tions were verified with experimental results. In the simula-
tions, the location of mobile patient wearing the transmitter
on the arm was modelled by uniform distribution. In the
experimental setup, a wearable accelerometer-based device
was placed on the patient’s arm. TSAL5100 and TSAL7600
optical transmitters with half power angles ϕ1/2 = 10◦
and ϕ1/2 = 30◦, respectively, were considered as trans-
mitter and four identical IR receivers were fixed on the
ceiling of a room with dimensions of 6.6 m × 6.7 m ×
2.5 m. The PDF of channel gain was then obtained for single
active receiver scenario at ϕ1/2 = 10◦ and ϕ1/2 = 30◦.
Both experimental packet loss values and theoretical PDF of
channel gain showed that IR transmitter with ϕ1/2 = 30◦
outperforms that with ϕ1/2 = 10◦. It was also observed that
the packet loss decreases while the number of active receivers
increases.
In [56], an uplink IR communication between a transmitter
located on the mobile patient and fixed four receivers with
various orientations located on the ceiling of an empty room
with dimension of 6.7 m × 6.6 m × 3 m was investigated.
Uniformly distributed transmitter locations were considered
with 104 points, with 104 links for each receiver. The
Switching Combining (SwC) technique was also utilized for
diversity. The CDF of channel gain for double, triple, and
quadruple active receivers with orientation angles of 45◦ and
90◦ were presented. The results revealed that increasing num-
ber of the receivers with an orientation angle 45◦ improves
the channel performance. It was also observed that the panel
receivers oriented at 45◦ offer a better channel performance
than the perpendicular oriented one because the former one
can collect more reflected lights. An experiment was also
presented for the same room for validation of the theoretical
results. The experimental results showed that for receivers
with parallel orientation, a diffused transmitter would estab-
lish a channel with higher reliability. On the other hand, if the
panel receivers are perpendicularly oriented, then a colli-
mated transmitter is a better option for modeling a channel
with higher bandwidth due to the minimization of collected
rays with high-order reflections.
In [57], MCRT simulations with third order reflec-
tions were verified with experimental results for an empty
room with dimensions of 6.7 m × 6.6 m × 3 m.
A rectangular-shaped human body as well as a robotic plat-
form in 3D with a fixed Lambertian reflectance value were
modelled to address the body impact on realistic channel
modeling. Four active receivers with 45◦ orientation were
located at the corners of the square panel lighting that is fixed
on the ceiling center. The patient location was also distributed
uniformly among 104 points on 2D plane. The CDF of chan-
nel gain for various transmitter heights of h = 0.15, 0.22,
0.5, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, and 1.7 m were presented in the absence
and presence of the human body. The results in [57] revealed
that the channel performance degrades significantly when the
transmitter height is less than 1.2 m due to the blockage of the
human body.
In [58], an uplink IR communication between a randomly
orienting transmitter located on the mobile patient’s wrist and
fixed four receivers with 45◦ orientation placed on the ceiling
in an empty room with a dimension of 6.7 m × 6.6 m × 3 m
was investigated. Different gait patterns corresponding to a
young person and an old person are considered in the random
walk (RW) model. The Lambertian reflectivity of the room
surfaces and 3D human bodies are considered as 0.8 and 0.1,
respectively. A Lambertian source is taken into consideration
inMCRT simulations with three reflections. According to the
simulation results, the channel gain is overestimated if the
simulation results of a young person who walks upright are
considered rather than those of a humpbacked older person
when designing an IR-based MBSNs system for an elder.
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However, selecting any of these bodies leads to an insignifi-
cant impact on the channel selectivity.
While earlier works in [48]–[58] discussed uplink IR-based
MBSNs channel models, there are some works on node-
to-node (i.e., on-body) MBSNs channel models [67]–[71].
In [67] and [68], a static on-body IR-based MBSNs chan-
nel models were investigated. In [67], stochastic MCRT
method was used whereas deterministic single bounce recur-
sive method was adopted in [68]. Idealistic assumptions such
as ideal Lambertian source and fixed reflectance values were
considered in these works and ideal wavelength-independent
sources were considered. In [69], deterministic one bounce
recursive model was adapted to model a mobile on-body IR
channel in a diffuse configuration. In [70], a mobile on-body
IR channel with MISO scheme was modelled in a diffuse
configuration where the differentiation between the signals of
each transmitter nodes was established by utilizing unipolar
Optical Orthogonal Code (OOC)-based OCDMA. In [71],
a mobile on-body IR channel was modelled in a diffuse
configuration. Ten on-body sensors coupled with transmit-
ters communicate with two coordinator nodes coupled with
receivers placed on the hip and the shoulder while 3D body
moves in a realistic walk cycle. The non-sequential MCRT
algorithm with k = 3 was adopted which allows to create
realistic environment. Patient randommobility was also mod-
elled with modified Random Waypoint (RWP) model. The
optical channel DC gain, Root Mean Square (RMS) delay
spread, and coherence time features were obtained to char-
acterize the channels between the transmitter sensor nodes
and receiver coordinator nodes in local and global mobility
scenarios.
III. VLC-BASED MBSNs CHANNEL MODELS
In Section II, the existing IR-based MBSNs channel mod-
els are discussed [48]–[58]. In this section, we overview
the existing VLC-based MBSNs channel models [59]–[65]
which are summarized in Table 2. In terms of the mobility
of the corresponding transmission component, these works
can be categorized into static and dynamic channel models.
It should be noted that both unidirectional and bidirectional
communication modes have been considered in existing
dynamic channels.
A. STATIC CHANNEL MODELS
In [59], the static LoS downlink VLC channel was experi-
mentally established where the location of the transmitter and
receiver are fixed with LoS distance 0.5 m. The NRZ-OOK
modulation was used with a carrier frequency of 100 kHz
to not disturb the human eye while both illuminating and
transmitting data. The results showed that a maximum data
rate of 56 kbps is achieved for targeted BER = 10−6.
In [72]–[75], the static LoS uplink VLC-based MBSNs
channel model were experimentally investigated. In [72],
an active IR and passive VLC transmission was considered
where a Thin-film Corner Cube Retroreflector (TCCR) was
employed as a rechargeable battery to modulate and reflect
the measurements from the sensors on the body. In [73]
and [74], multiple sensors were used and the data was sent as
a single combined signal by a VLC transmitter to a receiver.
In [75], the Optical Camera Communication (OCC) was uti-
lized in a MBSNs system.
B. MOBILE CHANNEL MODELS
In previous subsection, we overviewed the existing static
VLC-based MBSNs channel models. In this subsection,
we overview the existing dynamic VLC-based MBSNs
channel models where both unidirectional [60]–[62] and bidi-
rectional [63]–[65] channel models are considered.
In [60], the stochastic MCRT method was adopted for CIR
modeling with k = 1, 3, and 7 reflections inside an empty
room with dimensions of 5 m × 5 m × 3 m where four VLC
transmitters are placed on the ceiling. Two different mobility
scenarios were considered while the patient who wears the
receiver walks around the room. In the first scenario, the
axes of the receiver location were modelled with a uniform
distribution on 2D plane. In the second scenario, the random
orientation of the receiver induced by the patient’s body
movements were modelled according to a uniform distribu-
tion. The results revealed that when the elevation and azimuth
angles are equal to π/3, the impact of the NLoS rays on CIR
are more pronounced than that of the LoS rays. Therefore,
to obtain a more accurate delay spread and ISI information,
the CIR with k = 7 is needed. On the other hand, when
the orientation angle are equal to 0, or perpendicular, the
impact of the LoS rays on CIR are more pronounced than
that of the reflected rays, i.e., the higher order of reflections
does not contribute much in the CIR. The results in [60] also
revealed that the effect of receiver orientation does not imply
significantly on the channel model performance for the data
rates up to 30 Mbps.
In [61], the stochastic MCRT method with k = 3 was
adopted for the same environment of [60] where double
mobility model for the receiver location and orientation was
considered. As for the human body modeling, two different
models were investigated, i.e., 2D generic body model with
dimensions 1.72 m × 0.45 m and highly detailed 3D mesh
body model where a thickness of 0.25 m with 1796 facet
was integrated into the model. The surface reflection of 2D
and 3D bodies were also modelled as purely Lambertian
Bidirectional ReflectanceDistribution Function (BRDF)with
a fixed reflectance value ρ. The optical channel DC gain
was obtained for scenarios with (i) absence of the body,
(ii) presence of the 2D body with ρ = 0.7, (iii) presence of
the 3D body with ρ = 0.7, (iv) presence of the 2D body with
ρ = 0.1, and (v) presence of the 3D body with ρ = 0.1. The
results reveal that a simplistic 2D body model is sufficient
for channel modeling if the body reflection is high. Besides,
it was observed that the reflectivity is more important than the
level of details while modeling a human body.
In [62], the impacts of the physical and geometrical param-
eters on channel modeling were investigated. An empty room
with dimensions of 5 m × 5 m × 3 m was considered where
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TABLE 2. Comparison table of studies on downlink VLC-based MBSNs channel models.
the transmitter oriented towards the floor was fixed on the
ceiling and modelled with a Lambertian directivity m = 1.
The location of a mobile receiver oriented towards the ceiling
was also statistically modelled in 2D plane. The coating
materials were modelled by purely diffusive (Lambertian),
or mixed (Blinn-Phong) models. Six configurations were
investigated in [62], i.e., (1, 2) empty regular bedroom and
hospital bedroom, (3, 4) regular bedroom and hospital room
with 2D bodymodel and furniture, and (5, 6) regular bedroom
and hospital room with 3D body model and furniture. The
results indicate that the impact of detail-levels supersedes
compare to impact of furniture and human body presence
in the regular bedroom. On the contrary, the impact of fur-
niture and body presence supersedes compare to impact of
detail-levels in the hospital bedroom. It was also observed
that the impact of detail-levels increases with an increase in
data-rate.
In [63]–[65], a full-duplex bidirectional (i.e., downlink
VLC and uplink IR channels) dynamic OWC-based MBSNs
channel was presented where the MCRT simulations with
k = 3 are made for modeling diffuse IR and VLC channels.
As for downlink channel, an LED panel of dimensions 0.6×
0.6 m was fixed on the ceiling center as an ideal Lambertian
source with m = 1. A VLC receiver with a perpendicular
orientation was also integrated into a tablet which is held
in front of the moving patient at fixed height of 1.2 m. The
patient location was statistically modelled among 104 points
on 2D plane. As for uplink channel, an IR transmitter with
perpendicular orientation was placed on the shoulder of the
moving patient at fixed height of 1.2 m. Four identical IR
receivers were also fixed at the corners of LED panel. The
results in [63] and [64] revealed that the channel reliability
of uplink IR channel with optimal orientation is superior to
that of the downlink VLC channel with the body presence.
Besides, the precise modeling of human body reflectivity is
indispensable for the indoor scenarios with random receiver
orientation.
IV. SITE-SPECIFIC MBSNs CHANNEL MODELING
In previous sections, we reviewed the existing OWC-based
MBSNs channel models. In this section, we introduce
the site-specific MBSNs channel modeling method using
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FIGURE 2. Main steps of site-specific channel modeling for VLC-based MBSNs.
advanced non-sequential ray tracing tool of Zemax R© [47].
In this software, there are twomodes of ray tracing. In sequen-
tial ray tracing, rays are traced through a sequence of surfaces,
hitting each surface only once, while traveling from the trans-
mitter to the receiver. This property makes sequential mode
ideal for imaging systems. On the other hand, non-sequential
ray tracing allows rays to propagate through environment in
any order and allows rays to be scattered and reflected back
to an object that they have already encountered. This prop-
erty makes non-sequential mode ideal for impulse response
modeling which is adopted in our study.
Our approach obtains CIRs for various indoor environ-
ments with diverse room-dimensions and assumes integra-
tion of realistic light sources in the simulation environment.
Furthermore, many reflections (more than 10) can be easily
handled for better accuracy including specular and mixed
specular-diffuse reflections. Major steps of the proposed
MBSNs channel modeling approach are illustrated in Fig. 2.
In the first step, we create a 3D simulation environment
where we can specify the geometry of the indoor environ-
ment, the objects within, the reflection characteristics of the
surface materials, the absorption, scattering and scattering
phase function of human skin, and the specifications of
the light sources and detectors. In the second step, we use
non-sequential ray tracing to calculate the detected power and
path lengths from source to detector for each ray. In the third
step, we import this data to Matlab R© and obtain the CIRs for
the considered scenario.
FIGURE 3. Subdermal sensor placement in conventional three-layered
skin model.
A. OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF HUMAN SKIN
Themain optical characteristics of tissues in VL spectrum are
the wavelength-dependent refractive index n (λ), absorption
coefficient µa (λ), scattering coefficient µs (λ), anisotropy
factor g (λ) (i.e., the average cosine of scattering angle in
all scattering directions), and scattering phase function [76].
Water makes up the large part of the most tissues and it has
the minimum refractive index among all tissue components.
Moreover, water is measured as the dominant absorption
molecule in IR spectrum whereas hemoglobin and melanin
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TABLE 3. MBSNs applications.
TABLE 4. Various multilayered skin models.
are the dominant ones in VL range. The most appropriate fre-
quency range to mitigate the absorption effects is between the
red to near-IR spectrum, i.e., 600-1300 nm and called as the
diagnostic and therapeutic window. Experiments have been
also conducted on ex-vivo human skin using Monte-Carlo
inversion technique in [77]. Integrating sphere has been used
for the reflectance and transmittance measurements by send-
ing collimated beam in wavelengths between 620 to 1000 nm.
The absorption and scattering coefficients depending on these
wavelengths are obtained for dermis, fat, and muscle layers
of the skin. It is observed that the absorption coefficient
decreases while the wavelength is increasing until 825 nm.
Then, it starts to rise until 1000 nm. On the other hand,
scattering coefficient shows a gradual reduction while the
FIGURE 4. Typical MBSN node locations.
wavelength is increasing. The experiment results in [77] also
show that the skin tissue comprising epidermis, dermis, and
fat layers with 11.5 mm thickness allows significant power
transmission.
For most biological tissues, the anisotropy factor is approx-
imately 0.9 which corresponds to anisotropic forward scat-
tering. There are also some other key factors determining
the quality of Transdermal Communication (TC) channel
between the implanted transceiver and on-body transceiver
(see Fig. 3) such as the skin tissue thickness, the size of
the integration area of the optics, optics system efficiency
factor, the amount of misalignment, and the transmitter
power [78].
To model scattering phase function, One-Term Henyey-
Greenstein (OTHG) scattering phase function P (ϑ ) fits well
when approximating the human skin [79]. It is described
by only a single parameter, i.e., the anisotropy factor,
as [80]




(1+ g2 − 2g cosϑ )3/2
(3)
where ϑ is the longitudinal scattering angle.
Medical body sensors are also categorized based on their
locations (see Fig. 4), usage areas, and clinical applica-
tions [83] (see Table 3). For example, subcutaneous sensors
measuring the glucose level in the body are used in glucose
home monitoring applications.
There are also conventional skin models in the literature,
i.e., three-layered skin model [81] which comprises epider-
mis, dermis, and subcutaneous tissues; seven-layered [82]
and nine-layered [81] skin models. The multilayered skin
models are detailed in Table 4. The absorption and scat-
tering coefficients of three-layered model are presented in
Fig. 5 [84].
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FIGURE 5. (a-b) Absorption and (c-d) scattering coefficients of human skin in three-layered skin model for VL band (400-700
nm) and IR band (780-980 nm) [84].
Based on the key factors described above, the received




P JRxλ ηλ dA (4)
where P is optical transmitted power, JRxλ is spatial optical
power distribution on the skin at wavelength λ, ηλ is the
efficiency factor, and A is the tissue area.
B. METHODOLOGY
Based on Table 1 and 2, it is inferred that MCRT is widely
used in the literature as a more flexible tool for chan-
nel modeling. This statistical method can determine the
channel characteristics by generating numerous photons and
then simulating the interactions of each photon with the
medium. The MCRT allows importing the key parameters of
TC channel such as refractive index, absorption coefficient,
scattering coefficient, and scattering phase function. The
refractive index determines the photon reflection and refrac-
tion at Fresnel boundaries between the tissue layers which
defines the speed of light within the tissue and the manner in
which photons penetrate tissue. Although the refractive index
is wavelength dependant, according to the measured data
reported in [77] and [85], the refractive indices of epidermis,
dermis, and fat layers are set to n = 1.4 (see Table 5). The
absorption and scattering coefficients define the probability
of a photon to be absorbed and scattered per unit length,
respectively. Based on Fig. 5, the average values ofµa (λ) and
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TABLE 5. Simulation parameters for the adopted three-layered skin model in the proposed site-specific channel modeling.
FIGURE 6. Skin channel models for (a) downlink VLC from epidermis to
dermis, and (b) uplink IR from dermis to epidermis.
µs (λ) over 400 – 700 nm (i.e., the spectrum ofVL source) and
780 – 980 nm (i.e., the spectrum of IR source), are computed
for three-layered skin model (see Table 5).
The scattering phase function P (ϑ ) defines the PDF for
scattering in a direction at an angle ϑ relative to the direction
of the traveling photon. In human skin modeling, OTHG
scattering phase function provides the most realistic approx-
imation [86]. The OTHG formula is modelled with three
parameters which are mean free path, photon weight updat-
ing, and anisotropy factor [86]. The mean free path which
defines the average distance covered by propagating photons
before a scattering event occurs is given by




The photon weight updating which defines the change in
weight of transmitting photon after occurrence of absorption
and scattering events during its travel is given by




The anisotropy factor defines the mean cosine of scattering
angle ϑ . This parameter changes between−1 and 1 such that
minus unity, zero and unity indicates total backscattering,
isotropic (Rayleigh) scattering, and total forward-scattering
(Mie), respectively. In biological tissues, Rayleigh scattering
contributes due to small-scale structures whereas Mie scatter-
ing contributes due to collagen fibres in skin tissue [81]. The
mean free path, photon weight updating, and anisotropy fac-
tor for the adopted three-layered skin model in the proposed
downlink VLC and uplink IR skin channel models are sum-
marized in Table 5. It should be noted that there is a trade-off
between skin thickness and power efficiency. Choosing an
implant location with a very thin dermal covering provides
a very significant power advantage [78]. In that respect, the
subdermal sensor in conventional three-layered skin model is
placed within dermis layer due to smaller thickness of dermis
and epidermis layers. Therefore, only the refractive index
of these two layers are of importance in skin tissue channel
modelling.
Based on the approach summarized above, the skin channel
model can be realized by considering the uplink and downlink
channels separately. The thickness of epidermis and dermis
layers are selected as 100µm and 2000µm, respectively. The
implant is placed in the middle of dermis layer and hence
the distance between transmitter and receiver is 1100 µm.
We consider the IR and VL transmitters with the same half
viewing angle of 60 degrees and the FOV and the area of the
detector for both channels are 90◦ and 1 cm2, respectively.
A total unit (normalized) power is assumed for both IR
and VL transmitters. The perfect alignment configuration is
considered for both uplink and downlink channels. Downlink
VLC and uplink IR skin channel models obtained through the
proposed site-specific MBSNs channel modeling approach
are presented in Figs. 6a and 6b, respectively. It is observed
that the maximum received power is 35.69 µW at 6 ps for
the downlink VLC channel (i.e., from epidermis to dermis)
whereas it peaks at 6.23 mW at 5.8 ps for the uplink IR
channel (i.e., from dermis to epidermis). Besides, the delay
spread values of the downlink VLC channel and uplink IR
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channel are around 10 ps and 40 ps, respectively. These
discrepancies are due to this fact that the optical properties of
skin tissue layers are wavelength-dependent, and the emitted
rays from VL transmitter in downlink VLC channel traverses
from epidermis to dermis layer while the emitted rays from
IR transmitter in uplink IR channel traverses from dermis to
epidermis.
C. CHANNEL MODELING IN REAL-LIFE BASED
HOSPITAL SCENARIOS
In this section, based on the proposed approach summarized
in Section IV, we model the channels of four MBSNs refer-
ence scenarios, i.e., Intensive Care Unit (ICU) ward, clinic,
semi-private patient room, and family-centered patient room
(see Fig. 7). These scenarios are constructed as per require-
ments in [87]1 and [88]. The specifications of the reference
scenarios are detailed in Table 6. The coating materials of
objects in scenarios under consideration are summarized in
Table 7. Next, we describe each of these scenarios accompa-
nied with corresponding CIRs.
For predefined number of rays, the advanced ray tracing
calculates the path length and detected power of each ray
launched from transmitter to receiver. These are further pro-




Pi δ(t − τi), (7)
where Pi is the received power of the ith ray, τi is the propa-
gation time of the ith ray, δ(t) is the Dirac delta function and
Nr is the received number of rays.
A VLC-based MBSNs channel is characterized by the
channel DC gain which is the collected portion of the





Another essential channel characteristic is the RMS delay
spread, which is a metric presenting the temporal dispersion


















1The Facility Guidelines Institute (FGI)’s guidelines are US-based guide-
lines that can be globally applied for design and construction of healthcare
facilities. The Health Guidelines Revision Committee (HGRC) is the mul-
tidisciplinary group responsible for revising the guidelines documents and
it is composed of approximately 100 clinicians, administrators, architects,
engineers, and representatives from authorities having jurisdiction and they
are subject matter experts in health care design and practice.
TABLE 6. Specifications of scenarios under consideration.
TABLE 7. Coating materials for the scenarios under consideration.
1) ICU WARD
In this scenario, an ICU ward which consists of four patients
laying on their beds, and a continuously working medical
staff standing in front of her desk and chair, is considered
(Fig. 7a). The dimensions of ICU ward is 11.5 m × 6.5 m ×
3 mwhere 15 luminaires are uniformly located on the ceiling.
The luminaires in MBSNs reference scenarios under consid-
eration are commercially available from Cree R© 14-40LHE
with a half viewing angle of 55 degrees and 125 lumens
per watt efficacy. As illustrated in Fig. 8a, the illuminance
uniformity (i.e., as the ratio of the minimum illuminance to
the average one), minimum, maximum and average values of
illumination are calculated as 0.89, 72.93 lx, 89.71 lx, and
82.30 lx, respectively which meet the illumination require-
ments of ICU ward [89], [90]. Sixteen different locations are
considered for PDs (D1, . . . , D16).2 A PD is located on the
2It is possible to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by narrowing the
receiver FOV through the use of a proper lens. However, a narrow FOVmight
be problematic for mobile conditions. Therefore, we prefer a large FOV (i.e.,
90 degrees) in this study to maximize reception angle.
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FIGURE 7. Scenarios under consideration: (a) ICU ward, (b) clinic, (c) semi-private patient room, and (d) family-centered
patient room.
top side of the foot plate of each patient bed, a pair of PDs is
placed on right and left inner arms of each laying patient, a PD
is positioned on the wrist of the medical staff, and three PDs
are placed on the corners of L-shape desk in the environment.
The sample CIRs for the scenario under consideration are
shown in Figs. 9a–9d. It is observed from Fig. 9a that the
LoS rays are dominant. This is due to the fact that a nurse
wearing a smartwatch upon which a detector D16 is placed,
stands just under the VLC source. It is also observed from
Fig. 9b that the diffused rays are dominant since the detector
D11 on MBSN node worn by the patient is far from the VLC
source and many objects are placed between them.
2) CLINIC
In this scenario, a clinic which consists of single patient
laying on the bed next to the medical ultrasound device,
and a medical doctor and patient’s companion sitting oppo-
site while both holding their cell phones is considered
(Fig. 7b). The dimensions of the clinic is 5 m × 4 m ×
3 m where 5 luminaires are uniformly located on the ceiling.
As illustrated in Fig. 8b, the illuminance uniformity, min-
imum, maximum and average values of illumination are
calculated as 0.78, 407.70 lx, 611.80 lx, and 521.38 lx,
respectively which meet the illumination requirements of a
clinic [89], [90]. Six different locations are also considered
for PDs (D1, . . . , D6). A PD is located on the top side
of the medical ultrasound device screen, a pair of PDs is
placed on right and left inner arms of the laying patient, a PD
is positioned on the top of each cell phone of doctor and
patient’s companion, and the last PD is located on top of a
USB inserted to laptop computer.
The sample CIRs for this scenario are shown in
Figs. 9e–9h. It is observed from Fig. 9e that the LoS rays
are dominant since the detector D1 on MBSN node worn by
the patient is located in close proximity to the VLC source
with negligible path-obstructions. It is further observed from
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FIGURE 8. Illumination levels for (a) ICU ward, (b) clinic, (c, d) semi-private patient room, and (e, f) family-centered patient room.
Fig. 9f that the diffused rays are significant since the patient
companion holding the cell phone upon which the detector
D4 is placed, partially shadows the rays coming from the near
VLC source. The diffused rays are also observed in the CIR
of Fig. 9g which is due to the fact that the detector D5 on
USB flash drive which is connected to the laptop is partially
shadowed by the desk lamp.
3) SEMI-PRIVATE PATIENT ROOM
In this scenario, a semi-private patient room consisting of
two patients lying on their beds, a standing medical staff,
and a patient’s companion sitting at the bottom side of the
corresponding patient’s bed is considered. Moreover, a cur-
tain is placed between the drawers next to the patient beds,
and wardrobes for each patient are located against the beds
(Fig. 7c). The dimensions of semi-private patient room is
8.8 m × 5 m × 3 m that includes a toilet with dimensions
2.5 m × 2.5 m × 3 m. There are 8 luminaires uniformly
located on the ceiling. Due to existence of a toilet room,
the room is divided into two sections, with the first section
containing the patient’s beds and the second one containing
the wardrobes. As illustrated in Fig. 8c, for the first section,
the illuminance uniformity, minimum,maximum and average
values of illumination are respectively calculated as 0.78,
45.53 lx, 66.69 lx, and 58.21 lx while they are respectively
calculated as 0.76, 43.92 lx, 66.04 lx, and 57.97 lx for the
second section of the room (Fig. 8d). It is observed that the
illumination requirements for whole room can be satisfied as
per requirements in [89] and [90]. Eight different locations
are also considered for PDs (D1, . . . , D8). A PD is located
on the top side of the foot plate of each patient bed, a pair
of PDs is placed on right and left inner arms of each laying
patient, a PD is positioned on the wrist of the medical staff,
and the last PD is placed on top of the cell phone of patient’s
companion.
The sample CIRs for this scenario are shown in Figs. 9i–9l.
It is observed from Fig. 9i that the LoS rays are dominant
since the detector D7 on MBSN node worn by the patient is
located in close proximity to the VLC source located at top of
the limited-height thin curtain. It is also observed from Fig. 9j
that diffused rays are dominant since the patient companion
holding the cell phone upon which the detector D5 is placed,
partially shadows the rays coming from the far VLC source.
Moreover, only diffused rays are observed in the CIR of
Fig. 9l which is due to the fact that the LoS link between the
detector D3 on MBSN node worn by the patient and the VLC
source placed next to toilet is blocked by separating curtain.
4) FAMILY-CENTERED PATIENT ROOM
In the last scenario, a family-centered patient room which
consists of a single patient laying on the bed, a standing
medical staff, and a patient’s companion standing in front of
the sofa bed and coffee table set is considered. Moreover,
a drawer placed next to the patient bed, and a wardrobe
is located against the beds (Fig. 7d). The dimension of
semi-private patient room is 7 m × 5 m × 3 m including
a toilet whose dimension is 2.5 m × 2 m × 3 m. There
are 8 luminaires uniformly located on the ceiling. Due to
existence of a toilet room, we divide the room into two sec-
tions, i.e., the first section contains the patient’s bed and the
second one contains the wardrobe. As illustrated in Fig. 8e,
for the first section of the room, the illuminance uniformity,
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FIGURE 9. Sample CIRs for (a-d) ICU ward, (e-h) clinic, (i-l) semi-private patient room, and (m-p) family-centered patient room.
minimum, maximum and average values of illumination
are respectively calculated as 0.77, 61.66 lx, 92.74 lx, and
80.34 lx while they are respectively calculated as 0.71,
61.34 lx, 96.04 lx, and 85.83 lx for the second section of the
room (Fig. 8f). Four different locations are also considered
for PDs (D1, . . . , D4). A PD is located on the top side of the
foot plate of each patient bed, a pair of PDs is placed on right
and left inner arms of each laying patient, and the last PD is
positioned on the wrist of the medical staff.
The sample CIRs for this scenario are shown in
Figs. 9m–9p. It is observed from Fig. 9m that the LoS rays
are dominant since the bed footboard on which detector D1
is placed stands just under the VLC source. It is also observed
from Fig. 9n that the NLoS rays are dominant since a nurse
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TABLE 8. Channel characteristics.
wearing on her right hand side a smartwatch upon which a
detector D4 is placed shadows the VLC source located in the
rear left side. It is indeed noteworthy that the frequency selec-
tivity arises mainly due to the multipath reflections (i.e., the
NLoS components), however, the deep fade in the frequency
response is due to the existence of multiple luminaires due
to which multiple LoS components with different delays are
received at the photodetector.
The channel characteristics of sample CIRs for reference
scenarios under consideration are also summarized in Table 8.
It is observed from Table 8 that the channel DC gains depend
on the user location and node location on the patient’s body.
In fact, the mobility of the MBSNs nodes in an environment
causes fluctuations in the received power which necessitates
the use of link adaptation to combine the LEDs in a most
efficient way and selects modulation order. Furthermore, it is
observed from Table 8 that the RMS delay spread is in the
range 5.29 ns - 9.18 ns. This indicates that for signaling rates
lower than 10.89 Msample/sec which can be easily justified
for practical needs inMBSNs application, the multipath com-
ponents are not resolvable and the channel can be modeled as
a single-tap (frequency-flat) channel.
In addition to the multipath propagation environment, the
effect of LED source should be further taken into account




1+ j f /fcut−off
. (11)
The effective channel frequency response (taking into
account the LED characteristics and the skin channel) can be
then expressed as heff(t) = hLED(t) ⊗ hSkin(t) ⊗ hVLC(t),
or Heff(f ) = HLED(f )HSkin(f )HVLC(f ), where HSkin(f ) and
HVLC(f ) denote the frequency responses of the skin and VLC
channels, respectively.
V. FUTURE WORKS
Although we addressed the major issues that researchers have
been encountered, there are still many challenges we must
work on to obviate. These open issues are summarized briefly
as below.
If a patient wearing an MBSN node on the front side,
falls on the ground then corresponding MBSN node may
not communicate with the other end that should be calling
for help, due to the complete blockage. Therefore, diversity
techniques could be potentially applied to tackle this vital
issue.
Wireless technology requires low power consumption
which is especially true for subdermal MBNS nodes.
Replacement or charging of the implanted MBSN node is
extremely difficult. Thus, energy harvesting, which is the
utilization of the ambient energy can be a solution to this
critical issue.
Patient body movement induces the mobility of sensor-
coupled transceiver in terms of location and orientation.
Although obtaining a CIR for each sample point through
randomly generated trajectory mitigated the problem of
uncertainty, it is still a significant challenge for channel mod-
eling and characterization of MBSNs.
Moreover, the mobility of the MBSNs nodes in an environ-
ment causes fluctuations in the received power. An appropri-
ate model for link adaptation which combines LEDs in a most
efficient way and selects modulation order, can be proposed
to overcome this challenge.
Furthermore, the non-linearity of an LED source, mul-
tipath time dispersion, and the mobility of MBSNs node
establish a time-varying VLC channel model. To obviate
these channel capacity-limiting problems, a pre-distortion
technique or a more realistic post-distortion technique
can be proposed in the future works of the researchers.
This indeed calls for the joint application of reproducing
kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) based methods with infor-
mation theoretic learning (ITL). Regarding these methods,
recent works for different applications as VLC, massive
MIMO, multiple-access localization [91]–[96] provide rig-
orous analytical results for the scenario-invariant and
system-independent optimality of these approaches in pres-
ence of unknown nonlinearities and impairments.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a comprehensive overview
of the VLC-based medical body sensor networks chan-
nel modeling which enables researchers to design their
systems in best possible QoS. We first analyzed existing
IR-based MBSNs channel models from which VLC chan-
nel models are derived. Thereafter, we scrutinized existing
VLC-based MBSNs channel models according to the mobil-
ity of the MBSNs on the patient’s body. Our main criticisms
among many other simplistic assumptions are the omission
of the wavelength-dependency in modeling of the surface
reflectance in VLC systems and lack of a proper skin channel
model.
Moreover, we presented a novel approach for VLC-based
channel modeling and characterization of the skin tissue.
It was observed from these channel models that the detected
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rays which had experienced less number of events and hence
the delays, manifested themselves as a steeper line in CIR.
On the other hand, a gradual decrease in received power
occurred due to the collection of power losing scattered rays.
Furthermore, we designed four different real-life based
hospital scenarios to model and characterize the downlink
VLC-based MBSN channels. For this reason, we utilized a
site-specific non-sequential MCRT method to obtain CIRs
in: i) ICU ward; ii) clinic; iii) semi-private hospital room;
and iv) family-centered hospital room. We then presented
four sample CIRs for each scenario and their corresponding
inferences. The effect of LED emitters were also taken into
account to obtain the effective channel frequency response.
We hope that this paper will serve as a valuable resource
for understanding the main concerns in VLC-based MBSNs
channel modeling and hopefully prompt further research
efforts for the design of this promising technology as a pow-
erful complementary technology to its RF counterpart.
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